Abstract. Our research in emotional speech analysis has led to the construction of several dedicated high quality, online corpora of natural emotional speech assets. The requirements for querying, retrieval and organization of assets based on both their metadata descriptors and their analysis data led to the construction of a suitable interface for data visualization and corpus management. The CorpVis interface is intended to assist collaborative work between several speech research groups working with us in this area, allowing online collaboration and distribution of assets to be performed. This paper details the current CorpVis interface into our corpora, and the work performed to achieve this.
Introduction
Existing emotional speech corpora are often maintained offline, with interface and visualization tools often being developed on an individual basis if at all. Although useful work has been performed on multidimensional scaling analysis [1, 2] and tool development [3] [4] [5] , online solution for emotional speech corpora visualization currently exists. Online data visualization is a growing field of research with examples such as Google Finance [6] , Amazon [7] and Flickr [8] becoming a popular means of providing interactive user interfaces into large, real-time data sources. This suggests a useful means of implementing a similarly scalable and reusable data visualization toolset for emotional speech corpora. Our team has used these components to form the basis of an online emotional speech corpora interfaceCorpVis. The CorpVis interface is designed to allow speech researchers to visualize corpora assets, query the visualization in real time and view the results in detail at asset level.
Emotional Speech Corpora
Work in the SALERO project [9] has developed several corpora of high quality emotional speech assets [10, 11] . These corpora form the basis of work in emotional speech analysis and synthesis, linguistic convergence and machine learning. The only defined attempt at corpus metadata standardization performed thus far the is the ISLE Metadata Initiative (IMDI) [12] .
In IMDI, separate session bundles are grouped logically under an overarching project. Each session in turn relates to a specific type of content, and involves various actors who produce the speech assets that are analyzed for acoustic, linguistic and emotional information. The hierarchical groupings used by IMDI often contain complex sets of descriptors, with redundancy of these descriptors being a difficult issue to resolve when seeking to avoid large amounts of effort in the cataloguing of speech assets. For this reason, elements of the IMDI schema are suppressed by the CorpVis interface, to ensure the overall data visualization is kept as simple as possible.
Each asset in the corpus is analyzed for acoustic data including pitch, intensity, contour [13] and voice quality information such as jitter and shimmer [14] . In addition, manual annotation of linguistic information (such as IPA transcription) can also be stored with the analysis data within a standard SMIL format XML file. Emotional data [15] is also included, though rating of emotions requires group listening tests [16] to validate each result. The CorpVis application is divided into three separate tiers: a presentation tier developed using Adobe Flex; an application tier developed using Ruby on Rails, with support for SMIL through the REXML ruby-gem and a data tier consisting of a MySQL database. The presentation tier implements the corpus visualization. The visualization tool delivers project, session, asset and emotional dimension information in a single interactive screen. The user can also visualize gender, age and acoustic data relating to each asset grouping. If analysis of an individual asset is required, a separate asset analysis screen is launched (Figure 2 A full demonstration of the CorpVis interface is available online at www.dmc.dit.ie. Due to ethical considerations in emotional speech research, full access can be obtained by directly contacting members of the research team.
CorpVis Visualization Implementation

Ongoing and Future Work
This paper details a brief introduction to the CorpVis emotional speech corpora visualisation tool. Development is ongoing, aiming to further streamline the operation of the interface and provide more flexible visualization and querying options. The implementation of automated emotional and linguistic analysis is also currently being developed, leveraging machine learning algorithms to develop a completely automatic analysis method for all speech assets in the corpus.
